Features:
✔

✔

Any number of workplaces, patients

The GNUmed project builds free, liberated
open source Electronic Medical Record

and documents

software in multiple languages to assist and

network or internet server

ambulatory settings, i.e. multi-professional

Runs on a single computer, local

✔

Actively developed

✔

Available in different languages

improve longitudinal care (specifically in
practices and clinics).

Designed with data safety as highest

It is made available at no charge and is

priority
✔

Professional support available

capable of running on GNU/Linux,

✔

Open standards - no vendor lock-in

✔

PostgreSQL for rock-solid stability

developed by a handful of medical doctors

✔

Thoroughly documented

✔

Windows, Mac OSX and Linux

useful to anyone documenting the health of

✔

Free and Open Source Software!

doctors, physical therapists, occupational

✔

✔

Patient-centered record structure

Windows and Mac OSX. Actively

and programmers from all over the world,
patients, including, but not limited to,
therapists, acupuncturists, nurses,
psychologists and others.
GNU – General Public License (GPL)
1) Use, copy, modify and redistribute free
software in any way you wish

2) The Source code is available

3) Modified software is also covered by GPL

You own it.

Need professional support?

if it is installed on your own computer. So

good at and managing IT is not everyones

How can you be sure? A copy of GNUmed

around the globe you can contact for

Work safe and secure, use free software

German Hilbros.

A lot of software is licensed, not sold, even
do you have full control over the data in it?
is yours to keep, and so is the source-code.
and open standards.

Build for the future!

Everybody should do what he or she is
cup of tea. There are several IT-companies
assistance with GNUmed, including the

Patient-centered record structure

GNUmed is designed around the patient, not

Medical records often need to be stored for

the provider. Which means several

electronic archives can be troublesome and

EMR, facilitating collaboration for better

a long time, but getting data out of old

costly. That is why GNUmed stores your

professionals work together to in the same
care.

data in a well-documented and clear way

that it easy to retrieve, even after decades.
No Vendor lock-in.
Because of the open standards used, your

own IT-staff will be able to fully manage
your database, independent of the GNUmed
project.

Use it, and help improve it!

Get your free copy of GNUmed now at

www.gnumed.org

